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events and decisions made by BP, Transocean, and the US
Government before and after the disaster, and the effects of those
decisions, both good and bad. Cavnar explains what happened in
the Gulf, explores how we arrived at deep water drilling in the first
place and then charts a course for how to avoid these disasters in
the future.

Ocean Industry Gulf Professional Publishing
Disaster on the Horizon is a behind-the-scenes investigative look
at the worst oil well accident in US history, which led to the
current environmental and economic catastrophe on the Gulf
Coast. Cavnar uses his 30 years in the business to take readers
inside the disaster, exposing the decisions leading up to the
blowout and the immediate aftermath. It includes personal
accounts of the survivors, assembled from testimony during
various investigations, as well as personal interviews with
survivors, witnesses, and family. It also provides a layman's look
at the industry, its technology, people, and risks. It deconstructs

Australasian Oil and Gas Journal Gulf Professional Publishing
The blowout of the Macondo well on April 20, 2010, led to
enormous consequences for the individuals involved in the
drilling operations, and for their families. Eleven workers on the
Deepwater Horizon drilling rig lost their lives and 16 others were
seriously injured. There were also enormous consequences for
the companies involved in the drilling operations, to the Gulf of
Mexico environment, and to the economy of the region and
beyond. The flow continued for nearly 3 months before the well
could be completely killed, during which time, nearly 5 million
barrels of oil spilled into the gulf. Macondo Well-Deepwater
Horizon Blowout examines the causes of the blowout and
provides a series of recommendations, for both the oil and gas
industry and government regulators, intended to reduce the
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likelihood and impact of any future losses of well control during
offshore drilling. According to this report, companies involved in
offshore drilling should take a "system safety" approach to
anticipating and managing possible dangers at every level of
operation -- from ensuring the integrity of wells to designing
blowout preventers that function under all foreseeable
conditions-- in order to reduce the risk of another accident as
catastrophic as the Deepwater Horizon explosion and oil spill. In
addition, an enhanced regulatory approach should combine
strong industry safety goals with mandatory oversight at critical
points during drilling operations. Macondo Well-Deepwater
Horizon Blowout discusses ultimate responsibility and
accountability for well integrity and safety of offshore equipment,
formal system safety education and training of personnel
engaged in offshore drilling, and guidelines that should be
established so that well designs incorporate protection against
the various credible risks associated with the drilling and
abandonment process. This book will be of interest to
professionals in the oil and gas industry, government decision
makers, environmental advocacy groups, and others who seek
an understanding of the processes involved in order to ensure
safety in undertakings of this nature.
Legislation for Outer Continental Shelf R. & D. National Academies Press
Offshore Operation Facilities: Equipment and Procedures provides new
engineers with the knowledge and methods that will assist them in
maximizing efficiency while minimizing cost and helps them prepare for
the many operational variables involved in offshore operations. This book
clearly presents the working knowledge of subsea operations and
demonstrates how to optimize operations offshore. The first half of the
book covers the fundamental principles governing offshore engineering

structural design, as well as drilling operations, procedures, and equipment.
The second part includes common challenges of deep water oil and gas
engineering as well as beach (shallow) oil engineering, submarine pipeline
engineering, cable engineering, and safety system engineering. Many
examples are included from various offshore locations, with special focus
on offshore China operations. In the offshore petroleum engineering
industry, the ability to maintain a profitable business depends on the
efficiency and reliability of the structure, the equipment, and the engineer.
Offshore Operation Facilities: Equipment and Procedures assists engineers
in meeting consumer demand while maintaining a profitable operation.
Comprehensive guide to the latest technology, strategies, and best practices
for offshore operations Step-by-step approach for dealing with common
challenges such as deepwater and shallow waters Includes submarine
pipeline, cable engineering, and safety system engineering Unique
examples from various offshore locations around the world, with special
focus on offshore China

Disaster on the Horizon Editions OPHRYS
These proceedings cover all the
presentations from the two day event which
was guided by a team of industry gurus,
bringing you a broad range of highly topical
papers that addressed all of the different
aspects to do with the latest developments
and technologies that you need to know about
in order to stay at the top of your game
within this continuously developing market.
Asian Oil & Gas Editions TECHNIP
Well Control for Completions and Interventions explores the
standards that ensure safe and efficient production flow, well
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concept of the people have been using it for decades? The Internet gives access
integrity and well control for oil rigs, focusing on the postto an infinite volume everybody has experimented the trouble of being lost in
Macondo environment where tighter regulations and new
the way, or the difficulty to read information. The Drilling Data Handbook
standards are in place worldwide. Too many training facilities
does not want to compete with the web sites on other sources of electronic
currently focus only on the drilling side of the well’s cycle when documentation. The main goal of our contribution to the drill access very
teaching well control, hence the need for this informative guide on quickly and without any additional resources to the fundamental data at the
the topic. This long-awaited manual for engineers and managers floor. That is the reason why we made the decision to present you this
involved in the well completion and intervention side of a well’s reviewed and up the formula you are familiar with, and we hope that it will
life covers the fundamentals of design, equipment and completion continue to help you when play well.
Floating Drilling Gulf Professional Publishing
fluids. In addition, the book covers more important and
Air and Gas Drilling Manual, Fourth Edition: Applications for Oil, Gas and
distinguishing components, such as well barriers and integrity
Geothermal Fluid Recovery Wells, and Specialized Construction Boreholes,
envelopes, well kill methods specific to well completion, and other and the History and Advent of the Directional DTH delivers the
forms of operations that involve completion, like pumping and
fundamentals and current methods needed for engineers and managers
engaged in drilling operations. Packed with updates, this reference discusses
stimulation (including hydraulic fracturing and shale), coiled
tubing, wireline, and subsea intervention. Provides a training guide the engineering modelling and planning aspects of underbalanced drilling,
the impacts of technological advances in high angle and horizontal drilling,
focused on well completion and intervention Includes coverage of
and the importance of new production from shale. in addition, an in-depth
subsea and fracturing operations Presents proper well kill
discussion is included on well control model planning considerations for
procedures Allows readers to quickly get up-to-speed on today’s completions, along with detailed calculation examples using Mathcad. This
regulations post-Macondo for well integrity, barrier management book will update the petroleum and drilling engineer with a much-needed
reference to stay on top of drilling methods and new applications in today’s
and other critical operation components
Accomplishments of the Past and Challenges of the Future Elsevier
Some issues contain the PM report
Air and Gas Drilling Manual Pennwell Corporation
The seventh edition of the Drilling Data Handbook was published in 1999.
We are in a new communication techniques have considerably evolved. The
electronic hardware and soft communication anywhere in the world, access
to huge databases, as well as permanent documents required by the drilling
personnel. At the moment of making a decision about Drilling Data
Handbook, the question was: is it pertinent to do an electronic version on
accessible one with a connection to different sites, or to keep the popular

operations. Provides key drilling concepts and applications, including
unconventional activity and directional well by gas drilling Updated with new
information and data on managed pressure drilling, foam drilling, and
aerated fluid drilling Includes practical appendices with Mathcad equation
solutions

Proceedings - Offshore Technology Conference Chelsea Green
Publishing
The third edition of Air and Gas Drilling Manual describes the
basic simulation models for drilling deep wells with air or gas
drilling fluids, gasified two-phase drilling fluids, and stable foam
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drilling fluids. The models are the basis for the development of a anywhere in the world. Presents the full range of hydraulic machinery in
systematic method for planning under balanced deep well drilling drilling engineering, including basic theory, calculations, definitions and name
conventions Helps readers gain practical knowledge on day-to-day operations,
operations and for monitoring the drilling operation as well as
troubleshooting, and decision-making through real-life examples Includes
construction project advances. Air and Gas Drilling Manual
Q&A quizzes that help users test their knowledge
discusses both oil and natural gas industry applications, and
Petroleum Engineer International
geotechnical (water well, environmental, mining) industry
Register of Offshore Units, Submersibles & Diving Systems
applications. Important well construction and completion issues
are discussed for all applications. The engineering analyses
techniques are used to develop pre-operations planning methods, Composite List of Manufacturers Licensed for Use of the API
Monogram
troubleshooting operations monitoring techniques and overall
operations risk analysis. The essential objective of the book is
drilling and well construction cost management control. The book Draft Program Environmental Impact Report: Program
environmental impact report
is in both SI and British Imperial units. Master the air and gas
drilling techniques in construction and development of water wells,
JPT
monitoring wells, geotechnical boreholes, mining operations
boreholes and more 30% of all wells drilled use gas and air,
A Primer of Offshore Operations
according to the U.S. Department of Energy estimates Contains
basic simulation equations with examples for direct and reverse
The Oilman
circulation drilling models and examples for air and gas, gasified
fluids, and stable foam drilling models
World Oil
High Performance Polymers for Oil and Gas 2014 Smithers Rapra
Hydraulic Rig Technology and Operations delivers the full spectrum of
Oil and Gas Journal
topics critical to running a hydraulic rig. Also referred to as a snubbing unit,
this single product covers all the specific specialties and knowledge needed to
The Journal of Canadian Petroleum Technology
keep production going, from their history, to components and equipment.
Also included are the practical calculations, uses, drilling examples, and
technology used today. Supported by definitions, seal materials and shapes,
and Q&A sections within chapters, this book gives drilling engineers the
answers they need to effectively run and manage hydraulic rigs from
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